IIQM has introduced new and exciting ways to become involved in its important work. 'Member Scholar' and 'Member Scholar Academic' levels of membership reflect a member's affiliation, credibility, and track record in qualitative research. Become a member scholar today and join the growing global community of qualitative researchers.

IIQM’s Member Scholars are recognized as an integral part of IIQM’s global community of scholars who use and advance qualitative inquiry for a better world.

Memberships Levels

- IIQM Member Scholar (Student)*: $50.00 per annum or $125.00/3 years
- IIQM Member Scholar (Faculty): $100.00 per annum or $250.00/3 years
- IIQM Member Scholar Academic: $200.00 per annum or $500.00/3 years
- IIQM Affiliate Member - Individual: $100.00 per annum or $250.00/3 years
- IIQM Affiliate Member - Institution: $1,000.00 per annum, $2,500.00/3 years, $4,000.00/5 years
- IIQM Member - Partner: $1,500.00 per annum

*Students are considered those who are not in full time paid employment

IIQM Member Scholar (Student or Faculty)

An IIQM Member Scholar can be any researcher involved in qualitative research, irrespective of discipline, career stage, or employment status.

Benefits of membership for IIQM Member Scholars:

- Receive latest news for IIQM’s events and activities
- Receive priority notifications for upcoming IIQM Qualitative Methods Master Class Webinars
- Receive a 25% discount on books from Sage Publications
- Register for IIQM conferences at any time and always receive access to the IIQM ‘Early Bird’ rate for that event**
- Ability to access and search IIQM Member Scholar membership list of experts from across the world to identify potential collaborators and experts
- Exclusive invitation to participate in dedicated Member Scholar events and savings opportunities
- Official recognition as ‘IIQM Member Scholar’ (membership can be stated on CV, e-mail signatures, and other official documents)

**Events include IIQM’s Qualitative Health Research (QHR) Conference, Thinking Qualitatively (TQ) Workshop Series, TQ2U travelling Workshop Series and Qualitative Methods (QM) Conference.

IIQM Member Scholar Academic

IIQM Member Scholar Academics are established qualitative researchers known nationally or internationally for their work. Member Scholar Academics are...
likely to be full-time researchers/academics with past published qualitative research studies.

Benefits of membership for IIQM Member Scholar Academic:
- the benefits of IIQM Member Scholar, PLUS:
  - Official recognition as 'IIQM Member Scholar Academic' (membership can be stated on CV, email signatures, and other official documents)
  - Each year receive $50 off of the registration fee for any one IIQM event**
  - Coming soon - Each year receive $50 off the paper processing fee for one article published in The International Journal of Qualitative Methods (IJQM)
**Events include IIQM's Qualitative Health Research (QHR) Conference, Thinking Qualitatively (TQ) Workshop Series, TQ2U travelling Workshop Series and Qualitative Methods (QM) Conference.

IIQM Affiliate Member - Individual

An IIQM Affiliate Member can be any individual not currently associated with an educational institution but who is involved with qualitative methods or research in some way, shape of form.

Benefits of membership for IIQM Affiliate Members:
- Receive latest news for IIQM's events and activities
- Receive priority notifications for upcoming IIQM Qualitative Methods Master Class Webinars
- Receive a 25% discount on books from Sage Publications
- Register for IIQM conferences at any time and always receive access to the IIQM 'Early Bird' rate for that event**
- Ability to access and search IIQM Member Scholar membership list of experts from across the world to identify potential collaborators and experts
- Exclusive invitation to participate in dedicated Member Scholar events and savings opportunities
- Official recognition as 'IIQM Member Scholar' (membership can be stated on CV, e-mail signatures, and other official documents)
**Events include IIQM's Qualitative Health Research (QHR) Conference, Thinking Qualitatively (TQ) Workshop Series, TQ2U travelling Workshop Series and Qualitative Methods (QM) Conference.

IIQM Affiliate Member - Institution

IIQM Affiliate Member - Institutions are Universities, non-profit organizations, or fellow research institutes/units that want to collaborate and expand their qualitative network reach through IIQM's current membership and events.

Benefits and Term Agreements for Affiliate Member - Institutions:
- One complimentary Member Scholar or Member Scholar Academic Membership per annum
- Receive the latest news for IIQM events and activities
- Opportunity to partner with IIQM to bring an IIQM event to your institution/city
- Logo and link included on the IIQM website
- IIQM Affiliate Member - Institution can provide content for dedicated email to IIQM Member Scholar Program email list (maximum of twice per year)
- IIQM Affiliate Member - Institution has the opportunity to display IIQM logo and link on their website, newsletter/e-Bulletin and other online mediums
- Ability to access and search IIQM Member Scholar membership list of experts from across the world to identify potential collaborators and experts
- IIQM Affiliate Member - Institution can provide a list of qualitative courses and events links to be posted on the IIQM website

IIQM Member - Partner

IIQM Member Partners are professional companies or corporations that provide cutting-edge resources and outlets for qualitative researchers. Take this unique collaborative opportunity to become an IIQM Member Partner and connect with IIQM's qualitative researchers on a closer level.

Benefits and Term Agreements for IIQM Member Partners:
- One complimentary Member Scholar or Member Scholar Academic Membership (if applicable)
- Receive the latest news for IIQM events and activities
- Logo and link included on the IIQM website
- IIQM Member - Partner can provide content for dedicated email to IIQM Member Scholar Program email list (maximum of twice per year)
- IIQM Member - Partner can provide content for the bi-annual marketing email to general IIQM email list of over 10,000 people
- IIQM Member - Partner has the opportunity to display IIQM logo and link on their website, newsletter/e-Bulletin and other online mediums
- Ability to access and search the IIQM Member Scholar membership list of experts from around the world to identify potential collaborators and experts
- Receive priority notification of potential event sponsorship, exhibitor, and advertising opportunities

Join the IIQM Member Scholar Program today!

Click Here